FAUCETS launches
DAMIXA brand
Danish manufacturer Damixa offers a wide range
of bathroom brassware with something to suit any
décor, combining stylish and elegant design with
unrivalled practical features.

Damixa’s bathroom brassware collection features 10 tap styles, plus a
range of contemporary shower brassware. The tap collections include
the award-winning Arc, which features a multi-functional design available
with optional coloured accents in black, red and white enabling the tap to
be customised to suit the overall bathroom décor.

Also included in the Damixa bathroom collection is the contemporary Clover range, the Profile range featuring
a smooth flat surface and perfect cylindrical body and the supremely sleek G-Type collection. Each bathroom
range is available in several configurations, including mono basin mixer, wall-mounted bath shower mixer and
deck bath shower mixers, all with complementary showers to complete the look.
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Damixa’s bathroom brassware is completed with a shower collection that includes
five bar mixers, with either a top or bottom outlet, which can be mixed and matched
with a choice of six different shower sets in a range of sizes, all in a stylish chrome
finish, to create a showering environment to suit individual tastes and requirements.
All Damixa showers are thermostatically controlled for maximum safety, offering
anti-scalding protection by way of a thermostatic and physical limiter, ensuring that
the ‘full hot’ selection is never reached accidentally.

Behind the stylish good looks, Damixa brassware features cutting edge
water-saving technology that can be easily controlled by the homeowner,
including Eco-save, a built-in device that is activated and adjusted via a
small screw beneath the handle that once set can save up to 25 per cent
of water. Eco-klik is another built-in water-saving feature that encourages
the user to minimise water consumption by offering a physical resistance
to operating the mixer at full flow. This can be simply clicked past should full
flow be required. Finally, Damixa’s innovative Regul8 is an optional device to
regulate the flow to a maximum of 8 litres per minute, providing excellent
water-saving especially in high pressure installations.
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